TC70/TC75 Series Mobile Computer
YOUR FRONT LINE TO A SMARTER ENTERPRISE
The right device makes all the difference

In today’s world, it takes the best customer service to earn a sale and repeat business. In order for your front line workers to consistently deliver that level of service, they’ll need to execute every task as quickly and efficiently as possible. With a mobile computer in hand, they can. But you need a business-grade device with enterprise-class durability and functionality. While workers inside the four walls and out in the field want a device that is every bit as refined and easy to use as their own personal smartphones and tablets.

Introducing the TC70/TC75 Series

THE TOUCH COMPUTER THAT HAS IT ALL.

This professional grade device marries the intuitive and elegant smartphone experience with today’s most advanced enterprise-class features. Your workers get everything they need to work smarter and faster, able to deliver the kind of service that will put your business a step above the competition. You get a rugged device built to last for years with everything you need to streamline your workflows and maximize your return on investment — from world-class voice and data features to snap-on accessories that let you add new capabilities, when and where you need them.

The TC70/TC75 Series

THE RIGHT DEVICE FOR YOUR WORKERS.
THE RIGHT DEVICE FOR YOUR BUSINESS.
World-class data capture

With our advanced features, your workers can capture data more accurately — and faster.

Lightning-fast barcode capture
Zebra-only patented PRZM technology, a megapixel sensor and advanced optics allow your workers to capture barcodes as fast as they can press the scan button.

Capture and process entire documents
Imagine if your workers could press a button and instantly capture and process all the information on a form? With SimulScan Document Capture, they can. Designed for our Android enterprise devices, this optional Zebra application can capture barcodes, text fields, phone numbers, images, signatures and even check boxes. Data is properly formatted and sent to your applications for instant visibility. The result is a new level of process automation that will boost worker productivity, improve customer service, enable faster invoicing for improved cash flow and enable cost-effective and more efficient compliance with recordkeeping requirements.

Capture barcodes in virtually any condition with our advanced decode algorithms
Regardless of your industry, your products are on the move all day, every day. Associates and customers are handling inventory in the retail store. Delivery drivers are moving orders in and out of delivery truck. And field service personnel are constantly stocking and moving the parts and tools inventory in the back of the truck. Damage to the barcode labels on your products is inevitable. But when you choose the TC70/TC75 Series, you get industry-leading barcode technology that can handle it all — dirty, scratched, smudged and even poorly printed barcodes. The result? Your workers no longer need to manually enter barcode data, saving time and eliminating the opportunity for data entry errors.

An extraordinary working range and wide field of view for exceptional scanning flexibility
With a 50 percent increase in scanning range over our prior generation scanner, workers can capture barcodes at near contact to as far as 32 in./81 cm away — making it easy to take inventory and capture barcodes on items in carts in a retail store. Labels with multiple barcodes are no longer a challenge — workers can capture them all with one press of a scan button. And even large barcodes can be captured at close range.

Let your workers change input modes on the fly
Throughout the day, your workers will perform different tasks. Our dual mode capacitive touch display allows workers to choose their preferred pair of data input modes — finger and stylus, or finger and gloved finger — and switch between the two modes on the fly. No need to change settings — and users can change pair selection at any time.

Capture all the data you need to streamline your business processes
- ANY BARCODE
- ENTIRE FORMS
- SIGNATURES
- HIGH RESOLUTION PHOTOS
- HIGH RESOLUTION VIDEOS
- NFC
Business
Tough

The TC70/TC75 Series gives your workers an edge by combining the amazing ease of use of a consumer device with the no-nonsense durability, dependability and performance that enterprises demand.

**Drop tested**
Everyday drops are inevitable — the TC70/TC75 Series is ready to handle them all with its 8 ft./2.4 m Military Standard drop rating or multiple 6 ft./1.8 m to concrete certification.

**Tumble tested**
The TC70/TC75 Series easily handles the real-world tumbling that often happens after a device is dropped. Even after 2,000 consecutive 3.2 ft./1 m hits in our punishing tumble drum, the TC70/TC75 Series continues to operate dependably.

**IP65 and IP67 sealing**
Dust, spilled beverages and even a drop in a bucket of water are no match for the TC70/TC75 Series. The device is dust-tight and sealed to handle 30 minutes of complete immersion in water.

**Corning® Gorilla® Glass touch panel and scanner exit window**
Two of the most vulnerable components on any mobile device are fortified with one of the toughest materials available. With Gorilla Glass, our touch panel and scanner exit window can flex when bumped or dropped — instead of shattering or scratching.

**Industrial grade connectors**
With industrial grade connections, the TC70/TC75 Series is ready for years of insertions into cradles and connections to cables — unlike consumer grade connectors, which can wear out quickly.

The TC70/TC75 Series continues to operate reliably, even after 2,000 3.2 ft./1 m consecutive tumbles — a total distance of 6,400 feet — more than twice the 2,723 ft. height of the Burj Khalifa tower in Dubai.
From associates in a retail store to delivery drivers on the road, the TC70/TC75 Series keeps your workers connected to the information and people they need to maximize on-the-job efficiency and productivity. The TC70 Series offers Wi-Fi for workers inside the four walls, while the TC75 Series supports Wi-Fi and cellular for workers out in the field.

**FAST AND DEPENDABLE WI-FI**

Inside the four walls, the TC70/TC75 Series’ 802.11a/b/g/n support ensures compatibility with your existing WLAN, while the TC70x/TC75x adds 802.11ac for the fastest Wi-Fi connections possible.

**THE WORLD’S FASTEST CELLULAR CONNECTIONS**

With 4G LTE support, the TC75 Series gives workers anywhere in the world a robust wireless connection on the world’s fastest cellular data networks. In addition, The TC75 Series supports up to three SIM cards on three different networks, enabling constant connectivity for field personnel who cover large areas or different countries supported by multiple carriers.

**OS flexibility meets your technology and application needs**

Choose the most advanced and intuitive mobile operating system — Android.

**Mx — making Android a more robust enterprise OS**

Every Android TC70/TC75 Series ships with Mobility Extensions (Mx), a series of features that make Android a more robust enterprise-class operating system. Mx minimizes IT support time and maximizes worker productivity and device uptime by providing better control of your mobile devices, application access and Wi-Fi performance and security.

TC70/TC75 Series devices with Android are offered in two configurations, letting you choose the right approach for your business and technology needs. Standard configurations come with Google Mobile Services (GMS), a suite of integrated Google applications standard on most smartphones — ideal for workers that depend on apps such as Gmail or Google Maps. Professional configurations ship without GMS, promoting greater privacy and security of personal information by preventing location tracking and data collection — providing a solution for businesses with strict security policies.

...seamless Wi-Fi voice and data roaming.
World-class voice clarity and communications

In today’s enterprise, workers need to stay connected with voice, messaging and data. That’s why the TC70/TC75 Series is built from the inside out to deliver superior audio quality, along with enterprise class voice capabilities that include telephony, messaging and secure push-to-talk.

Exceptional audio clarity on both ends of every call

While the audio quality of consumer-class smartphones can make it difficult to hear in noisy environments, the TC70/TC75 Series offers three microphones, advanced noise cancellation technology and a front facing speaker with four times the loudness of popular smartphones — louder than a passing subway train. The result? Workers can hear every word of every call — even in a retail store during the peak holiday shopping season or on the road in city traffic.

Workforce Connect — enterprise-class voice and text messaging

If your workers use multiple devices to reach the data and people they need throughout the day, they suffer from ‘communications disconnect’ — forced to waste time switching between different devices to get the job done, and forcing you to purchase and support multiple devices per person. Workforce Connect marries all of your voice and data communications into one multi-functional mobile computer that allows your workers to do it all. The result? Superior workforce collaboration. A faster return on your investment. And maximum value from your TC70/TC75 Series Android mobile computers. The Workforce Connect family includes:

Workforce Express (included)
Provides instant PTT small group communications across Wi-Fi networks.

Workforce Connect Pro (supported)
Gives your workers robust one-to-one, site-to-site and group push-to-talk services over cellular and Wi-Fi networks, removing boundaries — your workforce is always connected, regardless of worker location.

Enterprise Messaging (part of Workforce Connect Pro)
Workers can send text and images over any Wi-Fi or cellular network, enabling communications when voice is not an option.

Location services (part of Workforce Connect Pro)
Real-time location and historical tracking are available to provide the intelligence needed to re-route drivers, monitor worker location, manage workforce efficiency and more.

Workforce Connect Voice (supported)
Turns the TC70/TC75 Series into a full featured mobile telephone with multi-line capability across Wi-Fi networks. Eliminate desk phone dependency and empower workers with the anywhere anytime voice features they need to better collaborate and serve your customers.
An innovative accessory family

Get the enterprise class accessories you need to reduce the cost of device management, improve power management and easily add new capabilities. Choose from data and charging cables, a snap-on magnetic stripe reader (MSR) to create an instant mobile point of sale, headsets for hands-free voice, charging cradles, holsters, hand straps and more.

**Unique 2-slot and multi-slot ShareCradle**

Make backroom device management easier and more cost-effective with our ShareCradle, which can charge the TC70/TC75 Series and future Zebra devices, along with their batteries. The ShareCradle is easy to reconfigure and is available in charge only and charge/data models.

**Snap-on magnetic stripe reader**

Turn the TC70 and TC75 devices into a mobile point of sale in a split second, allowing retail associates to ring up sales anywhere in the store and help reduce long lines in POS lanes. *Snap-on MSR not supported on TC70x/TC75x.

**PowerPrecision battery technology for better power management**

Our premium grade cells deliver higher capacity and longer lifecycles, ensuring full-shift power and reducing battery costs. And real-time visibility into battery metrics helps identify and eliminate batteries that can no longer hold a full charge from the battery pool. *PowerPrecision+ batteries are available on TC70x/TC75x Android models and provide advanced state of health and advanced state of charge metrics.

**Snap-on trigger handle**

When associates need to perform a high-volume scanning task, such as inventory, the snap-on trigger handle brings instant comfort and boosts scanning productivity.

FOR THE COMPLETE LIST OF ACCESSORIES, PLEASE VISIT WWW.ZEBRA.COM/TC70-TC75

Every strand of the TC70/TC75 Series with Android mobility platform is simpler with Zebra’s Mobility DNA. That’s because, from the start, you get the industry’s most comprehensive suite of mobility must-haves to accelerate and simplify your mobility solution.

You get more ready-to-use off-the-shelf end-user apps that allow you to start reaping the value of our mobile devices right away.

You get robust utilities that make device management and application development easier than ever, driving costs down and the value of the TC70/TC75 Series up.

And you get utilities that allow your workers to capture data more quickly and easily, improving device adoption rates and workforce productivity.

**Mobility DNA solutions for the TC70/TC75 Android Series include:**

- **AppGallery**
  Find, purchase and update ready-to-use apps for the T70/TC75 Series

- **Enterprise Browser**
  Easily create apps with highly graphical and intuitive user interfaces

- **Enterprise Home Screen**
  Create single-purpose devices and manage the way your workers utilize Zebra Android mobile computers

- **EMDK**
  Comprehensive toolkit for integrating TC70/TC75 Series features

- **LifeGuard for Android**
  Zebra’s software security solution that extends the lifecycle of Android enterprise mobile computers

- **SimulScan**
  Capture and process entire documents with a single scan

- **Stage Now**
  Easily stage a handful or hundreds of TC70/TC75 Series devices with the quick scan of a barcode or tap of an NFC tag

*Mobility DNA is available on Android only and supported features may vary by model.